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ABSTRACT 1 

 2 

Our previous work has developed a distributed framework for network-wide traffic monitoring 3 
and platoon information aggregation using vehicle-to-vehicle communications alone (1), which 4 
is the foundation of an envisioned virtual traffic operations system that could supplement 5 
existing operation systems or serve as an alternative in extreme situations. The performance of 6 
the distributed monitoring system depends on both the market penetration rate and the spatial 7 
distribution of equipped vehicles in the road network. The latter is affected by traffic dynamics. 8 
Traffic signal controls at intersections play a significant role in governing traffic dynamics and 9 
will in turn impact the distributed monitoring system. The objective of this study is to investigate 10 
such impacts. With the presence of traffic signal controls, signal timing plans as event data 11 
should be considered for evaluating the performance of the distributed traffic monitoring and 12 
platoon information aggregation system. Among various traffic control factors, such as the 13 
operation mode of a traffic controller and signal timing parameters, we choose g/C ratio as one 14 
of the possible key factors. The performance of the monitoring framework is investigated with 15 
different g/C ratios under multiple traffic scenarios. The simulation results show that a positive 16 
correlation exists between the accuracy of speed estimation and the g/C ratio. If a traffic signal is 17 
present (g/C<1), downstream coverage ratio usually increases with the g/C ratio as well. While 18 
the upstream coverage ratio and the relative error in density do vary with g/C ratio, the variation 19 
is not significant and no distinct trends are observed. This indicates that the density estimation is 20 
more robust, and it may be desirable and possible to enhance the speed estimation method 21 
utilizing density information to achieve higher accuracy. Moreover, since accurate traffic 22 
monitoring sets the foundation for advanced traffic control strategies, we argue it is important to 23 
consider the resulting performance of traffic monitoring, together with other mobility measures 24 
when designing intersection control mechanisms.   25 

 26 

Keywords: Connected Vehicles, Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications; Traffic Monitoring; Signal 27 
Controls28 
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1. INTRODUCTION 1 

The rapid advancements of connected vehicle (CV) technologies have enabled both safety and 2 
mobility applications that utilize vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) 3 
communications. Cooperative traffic operations/management strategies, as one category of CV 4 
mobility applications, have been gaining increasing attention in the past decade. Examples 5 
include cooperative intersection controls, dynamic speed harmonization (variable speed limit), 6 
etc. Most of these applications rely on V2I designated short-range communications (DSRC) and 7 
other communication networks (e.g., GPS-enabled mobile phones) and require RSUs or a server 8 
to communicate with each equipped vehicle to gather and process traffic information (see (2, 3) 9 
for comprehensive literature reviews). With the exception of individual intersection control at a 10 
very fine detailed level, aggregate vehicular traffic pattern is often a more common and ready-to-11 
use input to transportation operations. For example, prevailing vehicular flow rate and speed at 12 
certain locations and the evolution of vehicle queue formation in a road network is often more 13 
important than individual vehicle trajectories for arterial management and operations. On the 14 
other hand, due to communication limitations such as communication bandwidth and reliability, 15 
as well as the storage and processing capacity of control infrastructure, not all equipped vehicles 16 
will be able to, nor shall they do, communicate with the infrastructure individually.  17 

We have proposed a distributed framework for network-wide traffic monitoring and platoon 18 
information aggregation using V2V communications alone (1) to support cooperative traffic 19 
operations/management strategies. A set of distributed protocols, which are performed by each 20 
equipped vehicle, are developed to identify platoons and compute aggregated traffic information 21 
(density and speed) of identified platoons. This framework allows traffic monitoring and platoon 22 
information provision to be carried out in a localized, distributed, and cooperative manner. The 23 
framework is capable of monitoring and reporting vehicular traffic condition for the entire road 24 
network, instead of only at specific locations where RSUs are installed. This framework could 25 
serve as an alternative or supplemental system that is particularly suitable under abnormal traffic 26 
scenarios caused by extreme and special events. The system is validated using VISSIM and its 27 
built-in component object model under multiple traffic scenarios and market penetration rate 28 
(MPR). The simulation demonstrated the distributed traffic monitoring system can produce 29 
reasonable results with MPR as low as 20%. In addition to MPR, the performance of the 30 
distributed monitoring framework also depends on the spatial distribution of equipped vehicles in 31 
the road network, which is affected by traffic dynamics. Intersection control plays a significant 32 
role in governing traffic dynamics and will in turn have impacts on the distributed traffic 33 
monitoring and information aggregation framework. The objective of this study is to investigate 34 
such impacts. 35 

Although the relationship between vehicular traffic dynamics and V2V communication has been 36 
extensively studied in both transportation and wireless communication communities, no prior 37 
work has explicitly looked into the relationship between intersection control and the performance 38 
of V2V communications or any traffic monitoring or information dissemination system based on 39 
V2V communications. Relevant works can be divided into two categories. The first category 40 
examines information propagation through V2V communications. The performances of interest 41 
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include connectivity, propagation delay, propagation distance, message delivery ratio and packet 42 
reception rate, etc. MPR, traffic conditions, and transmission range are factors that would affect 43 
theses performance measures. Many studies have developed either analytical or simulation 44 
methodologies to quantify such relationship (4–15). The other stream of studies focuses on the 45 
performance of traffic monitoring (e.g. congestion detection and traffic pattern classification) 46 
through V2V. Accuracy is the main concern of such monitoring systems and is often assessed 47 
using simulations with similar influencing factors as adopted by studies in the first category (16–48 
25). This study takes one step further to explore how intersection control affects the distributed 49 
traffic monitoring system based on V2V communications in (1). 50 

Since accurate traffic monitoring sets the foundation for advanced traffic control strategies, we 51 
argue it is important to consider the resulting performance of traffic monitoring, together with 52 
other mobility measures (such as throughput, delay, vehicle progression, etc.), when designing 53 
intersection control mechanisms. By examining how intersection control affects the distributed 54 
traffic monitoring framework in (1), this work will bridge this gap and provide insights on this 55 
issue. 56 

 57 

2. A DISTRIBUTED TRAFFIC MONITORING SYSTEM USING V2V 58 
COMMUNICATIONS 59 

This section briefly describes the main outcomes from our previous work (1) to provide some 60 
background knowledge for this study.  The distributed framework is designed for network-wide 61 
traffic monitoring and platoon information aggregation using V2V communications alone.  It 62 
consists of two major components: 1) distributed traffic monitoring for platoon identification and 63 
2) cooperative platoon information aggregation.  64 

2.1 Distributed Platoon Identification 65 

A platoon is a group of vehicles with similar states. This simple statement is in fact ambiguous: 66 
the terms “similar” and “state” are both subject to interpretation. To identify a platoon, the 67 
metric(s) to determine “state” and the threshold(s) to define “similar” must be specified. 68 

On the other hand, if we consider a platoon as a group of vehicles with similar states, then two 69 
adjacent platoons should display different traffic states, in terms of both platoon density and 70 
speed. The boundary vehicles of the two platoons should be able to detect such difference, which 71 
we term micro-discontinuity to differentiate it from the concept of shockwave in macroscopic 72 
traffic flow theory. Thus, platoon identification becomes micro-discontinuity identification, and 73 
the problem now lends itself very well to distributed computing based on V2V DSRC.  74 

During each time interval, an equipped vehicle with communicate with vehicles in its 75 
communication range, and will keep track of its down- and up-stream traffic states (both density 76 
and speed) within a limited range.  This range, called computation radius, is much smaller than 77 
the communication range, and will be discussed later.  The vehicle is said to have detected a 78 
micro-discontinuity if the sum of the absolute differences between the up- and down-stream 79 
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density and speed is greater than a predefined threshold value.  This threshold value will be 80 
discussed later as well.  Common cases of micro-discontinuity can be observed when a queue is 81 
being formed or discharged, in a moving bottleneck, and a group of loosely spaced vehicles 82 
traveling at similar speeds etc.  When a micro-discontinuity is detected, a vehicle will then set a 83 
flag in its own memory for future communication and computation to finalize the platoon 84 
boundaries.  This is because that it is possible multiple consecutive vehicles within close vicinity 85 
will flag the same type of micro-discontinuity (e.g. the first few vehicles approach a stop sign 86 
may all consider themselves the head of the platoon); it is also possible that vehicles at the 87 
boundaries of potential platoons may not flag themselves as micro-discontinuities.  To reduce the 88 
number of consecutive flags generated, the value of the micro-discontinuity threshold should be 89 
chosen carefully.  Furthermore, to clean up consecutive and correct missing flags when they do 90 
occur, a self-correcting mechanism is needed.   91 

The computation range needs to be small enough to detect sizable headways within the range. 92 
For example, suppose all vehicles are traveling at constant speed 𝑣𝑣, and there is a sizeable 93 
headway between vehicles 𝑗𝑗 and 𝑘𝑘. From a traffic operations perspective (for example, traffic 94 
signal timing), it is possible that these vehicles should be treated as two platoons. But if the 95 
computation range is too large, vehicles 𝑘𝑘 and 𝑗𝑗 may not detect any difference between their 96 
downstream and upstream traffic conditions, and would consider themselves as part of a single 97 
platoon.  To avoid this problem, the computation range is set to 50 meters.  This is not to say that 98 
the minimum space headway the algorithm is able to detect is 50 meters. 99 

A good micro-discontinuity threshold should allow us to correctly identify potential micro-100 
discontinuities while minimizing the number of consecutive discontinuities. The threshold value 101 
is related to the computation radius. We performed a series of tests using microscopic traffic 102 
simulation to find a good threshold value with the computation radius set to 50m. We found that 103 
75 is a reasonable threshold. Note that we do not intend to find an “optimal” threshold value in 104 
this study, as there is arguably a well-defined optimality condition. 105 

Even with a carefully-chosen threshold value, consecutive and missing micro-discontinuity flags 106 
may still occur due to intrinsic randomness in traffic. To resolve these problems, a self-correcting 107 
mechanism is proposed.  The micro-discontinuity identification process is performed every time 108 
interval.  In this study, the interval Δ𝑡𝑡 is set to one second. A small time lag 𝜀𝜀, 𝜀𝜀 ≪ Δ𝑡𝑡, after the 109 
process is finished, each vehicle will launch the self-correcting mechanism to check the status of 110 
its immediate downstream (if itself is a lead) or upstream (if itself is an anchor) vehicle, if there 111 
is any vehicle within its computation range. If the other vehicle has 1) no flag, the vehicle will 112 
send a message to the other vehicle to correct the missing flag; 2) same type of flag, the vehicle 113 
simply removes its own flag; 3) a different type of flag, the vehicle does nothing. This is 114 
equivalent to setting the first (last) vehicle with a lead (an anchor) flag the actual lead (anchor) of 115 
the platoon.  116 

 117 
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2.2 Traffic Information Aggregation 118 

Once platoons are identified, a contention-based cooperative multi-hop protocol is developed to 119 
make sure that platoon information is aggregated in the most effective and accurate manner with 120 
minimum communication overhead.  The identified lead vehicles will start a cooperative traffic 121 
information aggregation protocol, a process of forwarding and aggregating local traffic 122 
information through multi-hop V2V DSRC. This process could be initiated at time 𝑛𝑛Δ𝑡𝑡 + 2𝜀𝜀. 123 
Figure 1 provides an illustration of the concept.  124 

 125 
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Figure 1 Information Aggregation 127 

Upon termination of the information aggregation protocol, the group density, average speed, 128 
number of vehicles, and length will be available immediately. The aggregated information can be 129 
disseminated to all vehicles on the network and signal controllers through multi-hop V2V 130 
communications. Such information dissemination is beyond the scope of this study and will be 131 
explored in our future research.  132 

 133 

3. METHODOLOGY 134 

This research will investigate how intersection control affects the distributed traffic monitoring 135 
framework in (1).  We will focus on signalized intersections, one of the most common 136 
intersection control mechanisms. With the presence of traffic signal controls, signal timing plans 137 
as event data should be considered for evaluating the performance of the distributed traffic 138 
monitoring and platoon information aggregation system. Among various signal control factors, 139 
such as the operation mode of a traffic controller and signal timing parameters, this paper will 140 
investigate the impacts of g/C ratio as one of the possible key factors. To quantify the 141 
relationship, the performance evaluation methodology developed in (1) is adopted and new 142 
evaluation scenarios that incorporate traffic signal controls are designed.  143 

3.1 Measuring Performance of the Distributed Traffic Monitoring Framework 144 

To quantitatively analyze the impact of MPR, Lou et al. (1) proposed a methodology on the basis 145 
of dynamic fragmentation as illustrated in Figure 2. Consider the aggregated traffic condition 146 
under 100% MPR (denoted as case 𝑔𝑔) as the ground truth, and denote results from a 𝑝𝑝% MPR 147 
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(denoted as case 𝑝𝑝) scenario (where 0 < 𝑝𝑝 < 100) as case 𝑔𝑔. Each fragment in the top two rows 148 
in Figure 2 is a platoon identified by the distributed traffic monitoring framework at any given 149 
time point 𝑡𝑡, for case 𝑝𝑝 and case 𝑔𝑔 respectively. In the bottom row of Figure 2, the road segment 150 
is further divided into smaller fragments by combining the fragmentation of both cases. We can 151 
now compare the differences in traffic states between cases 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑔𝑔 for each fragment as shown 152 
in the bottom row of Figure 2. Three performance measures are considered: coverage ratio, 153 
relative errors of aggregated density, and relative errors of aggregated speed. The sum of the 154 
relative differences of each fragment, weighted by fragment length, over the entire road segment 155 
is considered an overall performance measure at time 𝑡𝑡. This measure for a single simulation 156 
time step can be further averaged over the total simulation duration 𝑇𝑇. We will use the average 157 
performance over time as the metric for the analysis in this paper. For more details regarding 158 
their definitions and calculations, please refer to (1). 159 

 160 
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S (meter)
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Figure 2 Illustration of Dynamic Road Fragmentation 162 

The analysis of how traffic signal controls affect the performance of the distributed monitoring 163 
system utilizes the same comparison methodology. In this paper, the analysis will concentrate on 164 
how the performances vary with respect to different traffic signal timing plans while fixing the 165 
traffic scenario and the MPR. 166 

Traffic signals could operate in different modes, such as pre-timed, actuated and adaptive. 167 
Regardless of the operation mode, some basic timing parameters are universal. They include 168 
cycle length, phase sequence, phase times and so on, which will affect the performance of the 169 
distributed traffic monitoring system. For each approach, phase time directly governs the 170 
throughput and the spatial-temporal distribution of vehicles. This study will focus on the impacts 171 
of phase times. For a pre-timed signal timing plan with fixed cycle length, different phase times 172 
can be achieved by varying g/C ratios. Therefore, pre-timed signal timing plans with the same 173 
cycle length but different g/C ratios will be investigated with the evaluation framework, and the 174 
performances of the monitoring system with respect to different g/C ratios will be further 175 
analyzed and compared.  176 

With the presence of a traffic signal controller, spatial and temporal separations are introduced to 177 
the traffic flow. Consider a simple traffic network with a single lane, a signal controller placed in 178 
the middle of network will divide the network into downstream and upstream segments. 179 
Meanwhile, the time domain will be separated into effective green and effective red for each 180 
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movement. The performance of the monitoring system could be calculated for only the upstream 181 
segment, only the downstream segment, or both up- and down-stream segments. Similarly, we 182 
could calculate the performance of the monitoring system during the whole cycle, only during 183 
effective green, or only during effective red. This leads to 3 × 3 = 9 combinations of time-space 184 
windows for our analysis. To gain detailed insights, this study will focus on the four elementary 185 
space-time windows, namely the downstream/effective green (DG), downstream/effective red 186 
(DR), upstream/effective green (UG), and upstream/effective red (UR). 187 

Simulation results show very larger relative errors in speed exist for g/C<1 compared to g/C=1. 188 
Besides the speed fluctuations caused by traffic signals, this is also attributed to the fact that our 189 
algorithms in the distributed monitoring system would not split a platoon if it happens to cross 190 
the stop bar. It will reduce the accuracy of density estimation as well. The issue is easy to fix 191 
with an extended process of micro-discontinuity identification where event-data will be utilized.  192 

 193 

3.2 Evaluation Scenarios with the Presence of Intersection Control 194 

In this study, the same network as in (1) is adopted. A pre-timed traffic signal is placed at 1,000 195 
m downstream from the vehicle input. Four different signal timing plans are created with the 196 
same cycle length of 120s, and g/C ratios of 1 (which is equivalent to a freeway segment without 197 
traffic signals), 2/3, 1/2, and 1/3. Four traffic scenarios are examined. They are low-speed low-198 
demand (LSLD), low-speed high-demand (LSHD), high-speed low-demand (HSLD), and high-199 
speed high-demand (HSHD). The settings of speed and demand for the four traffic scenarios will 200 
remain the same as in (1). Five different MPR values, namely 20%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 100%, 201 
are adopted. Multiple simulation replicates are performed with a range of random seeds using 202 
VISSIM traffic simulation for a given traffic scenario and a given MPR. The simulation has a 203 
180-second traffic warm-up period followed by 180 seconds for the actual simulation. For a 204 
given space-time window, the performances of the monitoring system under the same traffic 205 
scenario and MPR, but with different g/C ratios, are compared. 206 

 207 

4. RESULTS 208 

Radar charts are presented to show the performances of the distributed monitoring system 209 
(Figure 3 to Figure 8). Each axis in any of the charts corresponds to a combination of a space-210 
time window and a particular value of MPR. Take the first quadrant in Figure 2(a) for example, 211 
the axes are DG_20%, DG_50%, DG_70%, and DG_90%. For a chart, there are several circles 212 
representing different values of the corresponding performance. The circles in Figure 2 213 
correspond to 80%, 60%, 40% and 20% from outer to inner ones. The center represents 0% 214 
relative error. The performances with respect to g/C ratios of 1, 2/3, 1/2, and 1/3 are represented 215 
using blue, red, grey, and green lines respectively. That g/C ratio equals 1 represents the scenario 216 
without traffic signals at the intersection, so there are no blue lines for the DR and UR quadrants. 217 
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4.1 Relative Error in Density 218 

Two main reasons would lead to high relative error in density estimation. The first reason is 219 
traffic being sparse traffic (i.e. traffic is low in density). One possible explanation is that a higher 220 
proportion of equipped vehicles are likely to identify themselves as isolated vehicles (see (1) for 221 
more details) with sparser traffic, which may not be the case and will result in higher estimation 222 
error. The other reason is the uneven spatial distribution of traffic. This means traffic density 223 
varies substantially over the roadway segment. With a non-100% MPR, the high variation in 224 
density itself may not be well captured by the distributed monitoring system, and is likely to lead 225 
to high relative error in estimation. 226 

 227 
Figure 3 Relative Error in Density under HSHD and HSLD 228 

Figure 2 shows that there is no significant difference in system performance for g/C ratios of 2/3, 229 
1/2, and 1/3 under HSHD and HSLD. For DG under HSHD (first quadrant in Figure 3(a)), 230 
removing the signal (g/C = 1) always leads to a higher relative error in density for any MPR. 231 
With the presence of a signal controller, the downstream traffic will be dominated by the 232 
discharged vehicles. With HSHD, vehicles will be discharged at a higher rate during green 233 
interval compared to the flow rate when g/C=1.On the contrast, a g/C ratio of 1 always leads to 234 
the lowest relative errors in density for UG. The reason is related to the spatial distribution of 235 
equipped vehicles. Newly generated vehicles from the upstream source will first speed up in the 236 
network and then decelerate when they approach the intersection. This is because that vehicles 237 
are generated with initial speeds below their desired speeds (speed limit) in VISSIM and that 238 
congestion exists near the intersection under HSHD scenario even during green intervals. As a 239 
result, traffic is not uniformly distributed over the upstream segment, which is denser near the 240 
intersection and less dense near the upstream source compared to g/C=1. A significant difference 241 
between free flow (g/C = 1) and interrupted flow (g/C < 1) is only observed for DG. This 242 
indicates that the introduction of traffic signals, under traffic scenario HSHD, has a positive 243 
effect on the performance in terms of accuracy in density for DG.  244 
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For HSLD, when a signal is present (g/C < 1), a lower g/C ratio usually leads to a higher relative 245 
error in density (shown in Figure 3(b)). For downstream, sparser traffic is expected during either 246 
green or red phases with a lower g/C ratio. For upstream, more stopped traffic is held near the 247 
intersection with a lower g/C ratio, and the overall spatial distribution of traffic in the upstream 248 
segment would have higher spatial variance during both phases. For DG, removing the signal 249 
altogether does not lead to much difference in relative error in density. The performance under 250 
g/C=1 for UG does not differentiate itself with those under g/C ratios of 2/3 and 1/2. Significant 251 
difference is only observed when comparing to g/C=1/3.    252 

 253 
Figure 4 Relative Error in Density under LSHD and LSLD 254 

The impact of traffic signals on relative error in density is minimal for LSHD. The system 255 
performances under the four g/C ratios are basically the same as illustrated in Figure 4(a). The 256 
low speed and high demand setting may make traffic more uniformly distributed over both 257 
downstream and upstream segments during both green and red phases.    258 

The g/C ratio does not seem to affect density estimation for DG and DR under LSLD either. For 259 
UG and UR, the relative errors corresponding to g/C ratios of 1/3 and 1/2 are greater than those 260 
with g/C ratios of 1 and 2/3 (see the second and third quadrants the Figure 4(b)), but the 261 
differences can be ignored when MPR=70% and 90%. This is because that the traffic is less 262 
uniformly distributed with lower g/C ratios.   263 

These analyses have revealed that there is no clear pattern of the impact of g/C ratio on the 264 
accuracy of density estimation, which seems to depend on the traffic scenario. Generally 265 
speaking, denser traffic and more uniformly distributed traffic usually lead to higher accuracy of 266 
density estimation. 267 

 268 
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4.2 Relative Error in Speed 269 

 270 
Figure 5 Relative Error in Speed under HSHD and HSLD 271 

 272 
Figure 6 Relative Error in Speed under LSHD and LSLD 273 

Compared to relative error in density, relative error in speed shows a clear pattern with respect to 274 
g/C ratios (see and Figure 4 and Figure 6). As we can see from Figure 5, the presence of traffic 275 
signal significantly reduces the accuracy of the speed estimation for HSHD traffic scenario. 276 
Moreover, the smaller the g/C ratio, the higher the relative error in speed for any given space-277 
time window and MPR. The reason is that with a smaller g/C ratio, a longer red interval within 278 
the cycle will lead to a greater amount of stop-and-go traffic. Speed fluctuation in stop-and-go 279 
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traffic is general higher, and would result in a bigger relative error in speed. These observations 280 
hold for all four traffic scenarios.   281 

Compared to HSHD and HSLD, Figure 6 shows that the two low speed scenarios (i.e. LSHD and 282 
LSLD) have much lower relative error in speed for downstream segment during both phases. 283 
This is because that the low speed limit and less speed fluctuation (compared to upstream) 284 
reduce the variation in speed for downstream traffic.  285 

4.3 Coverage Ratio 286 

Higher traffic demand or denser traffic leads to fewer isolated vehicles and thus tends to have 287 
higher coverage ratio on a roadway segment for a given MPR. This is the main reason behind the 288 
difference in coverage ratios with different g/C ratios.   289 

 290 
Figure 7 Coverage Ratio under HSHD and HSLD 291 

Figure 7 shows the coverage ratios of the traffic monitoring system under HSHD and HSLD. 292 
From Figure 7(a), it can be seen that the system performs similarly in space-time windows UG 293 
and UR (second and third quadrants) when a signal controller is present (g/C < 1), where no 294 
significant difference among different g/C ratios is observed. Comparing to free flow (g/C = 1), 295 
the presence of traffic signal will lead to higher coverage ratio for UG. This due to the fact that 296 
more traffic is held upstream as the result of traffic signals. But with the network being relatively 297 
congested, the amount of upstream traffic does not vary much with the g/C ratio, as long as it is 298 
less than 1. For DG, lower coverage ratios are reported for g/C ratios of 1/2 and 1/3 compared to 299 
g/C=1. However, the highest coverage is observed when g/C = 2/3. The discharge rate with g/C 300 
= 2/3 may be higher than the flow rate with g/C = 1. The observation also indicates an optimal 301 
g/C ratio with respect to coverage ratio for downstream traffic during green intervals may exist, 302 
and is left to be identified with more experiments. For both DG and DR, the coverage ratio 303 
increases with the g/C ratio (g/C<1). 304 
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For HSLD, a higher coverage ratio is associated with a lower g/C ratio for UR since longer red 305 
intervals lead to more traffic being held upstream when the network is not very congested. It 306 
applies to UG as well (except when MPR=70% where the lower g/C ratio, the smaller coverage 307 
ratio). The opposite is observed for DR (except MPR=50% where the coverage with g/C = 2/3 is 308 
slightly lower than that with g/C = 1/2). The is straightforward since a lower g/C ratio will lead 309 
to less traffic discharged to downstream. Similar to DG under HSHD, the presence of traffic 310 
signals results in a higher coverage ratio for DG except for g/C = 1/3, comparing to g/C = 1. This 311 
is because for this traffic scenario, g/C = 2/3 and g/C = 1/2 both lead to higher total throughput 312 
during the same amount of time (green interval) comparing to g/C = 1 due to a higher discharge 313 
rate, but not g/C = 1/3. 314 

Figure 8(a) shows the performances under LSHD. The coverage ratios are comparable with each 315 
other under g/C ratios of 2/3 and 1 for DG. Similar to HSHD, lower coverage ratios are observed 316 
for the other two g/C ratios, and g/C = 1/3 results in the lowest coverage ratio for both DG and 317 
DR. The presence of traffic signal leads to a lower coverage ratio for UG, and the lower the g/C 318 
the lower the coverage ratio.  For UR, the system performances are almost the same with traffic 319 
signal. 320 

The patterns under LSLD are much clearer due to the fact that traffic is light. For DG and DR, a 321 
monotonically increasing relationship exists between coverage ratio and g/C ratio when a signal 322 
is present. For UG and UR, a decreasing relationship is observed. However, the differences in 323 
coverage ratio among the signals are smaller in comparison to those under DG and DR.   324 

 325 
Figure 8 Coverage Ratio under LSHD and LSLD 326 

 327 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 328 

This study investigates the relationship between the performance of a distributed traffic 329 
monitoring system proposed in Lou et al. (1) and the traffic signal controls. Only g/C ratios of 330 
pre-timed signal timing plans are examined as one of the possible key factors in this study. More 331 
specifically, the performances of the monitoring framework are investigated using VISSIM and 332 
its built-in COM on a simply network under three pre-timed signal timing plans with same cycle 333 
length but different g/C ratios. It is found that g/C ratio does have effects on the system 334 
performance.  The simulation results show that a negative correlation exists between the relative 335 
error in speed and g/C ratio. Except for the high speed low demand traffic scenario, a positive 336 
correlation is found between the coverage ratio and the g/C ratio for the downstream segment 337 
only; the g/C ratio does not seem to affect the upstream coverage ratio significantly.  The system 338 
performances vary in terms of the downstream coverage ratio and the accuracy of density 339 
estimation under different traffic scenarios and space-time windows. 340 

This study concentrates on pre-timed signal timing plans and only investigates the g/C ratio as 341 
the key factor. However, the analysis can be easily extended to advanced signal timing plans 342 
with more designated phases. The platoon identification process itself will not be affected by 343 
different signal timing plans. The same evaluation methodology can be adopted without any 344 
change as well. It will be interesting to explore the impacts of cycle length, phase sequences, and 345 
even different control modes on the system performance. Furthermore, statistical and machine 346 
learning methods (e.g. artificial neural network, Kriging, and random decision forest, etc.) can be 347 
adopted to establish a more solid model regarding the relationship between the performance of 348 
the distributed traffic monitoring system and various signal timing parameters.    349 

Advanced traffic control strategies require accurate traffic monitoring as their foundation. 350 
Therefore, we argue that the performance of traffic monitoring needs to be considered as well as 351 
traffic mobility when designing traffic signals. This study provides some insights on how traffic 352 
signal timing affects the performance of the distributed monitoring system. The tradeoff between 353 
the performance of the distributed traffic monitoring and mobility measures needs further 354 
investigation in the future research.   355 
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